NO MORE BLIND SPOTS
IN YOUR CONTRACTS
GET A GRIP ON YOUR MILESTONES, TERMS,
AND OBLIGATIONS

YOU WILL GAIN
Real-time insight into your
contracts
Lower management costs
Zero manual work and a more
efficient legal department
No more siloing and conflicting
contract versions
Perfect compliance and reduced
legal and commercial risk
Improved supplier relationships
and a more robust supply chain

DXCONTRACT
The contract is an invaluable tool for both you and your
partners. It allows your business to buy, sell, rent, or pay
– in other words, to grow. But contracts are also a
liability. They are paper documents with multiple
versions and terms. They’re prone to errors, breaches,
and legal issues.
DxContract is a contract management tool that brings
you and your partners on a single platform. DxContract
solves all paper-generated issues, while also boosting
your profits. How? Thorough standard P2P and O2C
integrations. This means that any contractual term can
be tracked in your and your partners' operational
processes such as purchasing or invoicing. It prevents
any error in operations stemming from siloed, paperbased contracts that lie in a drawer.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
Direct integration with our invoice, order,
logistics, and catalog products. This allows you
to track contractual terms (prices, discounts,
promotions, matching, deliveries etc.) in day to
day operations.
Legal templates that allow versioning and
contract duplication, as well as improved
controlling.
Customizable approval flows depending on your
specific business needs.
Granular user permissions, depending on user
roles and groups.
Audit trails that can not be altered, even after a
contract’s cancellation.
A smart search system that’s based on
metadata, which allows free search within
contract text.
Notifications and alerts, warning you of contract
tasks, milestones and renewals.
Compliant electronic signature, for extra
document security.
Out-of-the-box integration with well-known
productivity suites such as Microsoft Office and
Business IS.
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